Brahman always reveals himself to us in three ways, within ourselves, above our plane, around us in the universe. Within us, there are two centres of the Purusha, the inner Soul through which he touches us to our awakening; there is the Purusha in the lotus of the heart which opens upward all our powers and the Purusha in the thousand-petalled lotus whence descend through the thought and will, opening the third eye in us, the lightnings of vision and the fire of the divine energy. The bliss existence may come to us through either one of these centres. When the lotus of the heart breaks open, we feel a divine joy, love and peace expanding in us like a flower of light which irradiates the whole being. They can then unite themselves with their secret source, the Divine in our hearts, and adore him as in a temple; they can flow upwards to take possession of the thought and the will and break out upward towards the Transcendent; they stream out in thought and feeling and act towards all that is around us. But so long as our normal being offers any obstacle or is not wholly moulded into a response to this divine influence or an instrument of this divine possession, the experience will be intermittent and we may fall back constantly into our old mortal heart; but by repetition, abhyasa, or by the force of our desire and adoration of the Divine, it will be progressively remoulded until this abnormal experience becomes our natural consciousness.
We propose to build a Phase 1 before 2018, so that we can inaugurate the space by hosting a Youth event to celebrate Auroville's 50th Anniversary in February 2018, in line with the Vision for the 50th being, "To re-inspire our individual and collective aspiration, in order to contribute towards achieving the Auroville Charter and Dream"... and hoped outcomes of the 50th being "A renewed sense of the raison d'être of Auroville by means of inspiring events and initiatives..."
We hope to see you there and look forward to your input. Warmly, the YouthLink Construction & 2018 Event Teams [Email: youth@auroville.org.in, Phone: +91 8940568266, +91 9751944989] 
Regarding the Data Management Group
Dear Community members, Some residents have raised concerns about the existence and functioning of the Data Management Group. We would like to clarify its "raison d'être".
Before the Data Management Group came into existence, the Residents' Service was in charge of allowing access to the data of the Aurovilians. As the Service felt uncomfortable taking decisions all by itself, at some point in time it asked for the support of the Working Committee in answering to these requests.
As we mentioned in our monthly report of March 2015, published in the News and Notes # 594 of April 11th, 2015, we have set-up a Data Management Group to deal with requests for access to our collective data. Our concern is that a balance is found between protecting our data and allowing their access in the best interests, individually and collectively.
The Data Management Group is still working on a proper process for giving access to community data. It is not withholding data (as it has been wrongly stated). Its concern is that access should only be provided when required by officials, or when the purpose is clearly in the general interest and the data cannot be obtained through other channels.
Data required by the Auroville Foundation office or the RRO, for example, will be submitted without question as this is in accordance with the laws of India. Data required by a foreign embassy or consulate will only be provided when each of the foreign residents concerned informs that s/he has no objection. Requests for a list of all names and email addresses of all foreigners of a specific country, required, for example, to communicate to them the visit of a person from that country, will normally only be given to the person who regularly maintains contacts with the embassy or consulate of that country. Access to data for research purposes will only be given if such research is supported by a recognised Auroville unit or working group. Data will not be shared for advertisement purposes or when the information can be communicated through other channels (e.g. the News and Notes).
As the Data Management Group is still 'new' on the job, and is very cautious to protect data from falling in the 'wrong' hands, irritations have arisen. We are trying to work them out and arrive at an easier and less 'bureaucratic' process. We thank you for your patience and understanding.
The Working Committee

Call for Housing Board members representing community at large
Dear community members, The term of the present representatives of the community at large in the Housing board has come to an end for a while; the Auroville Council invites you to volunteer yourself for the new community representative positions in the Housing board.
If you feel the call to volunteer in this community service, please contact: avcoffice@auroville.org.in, Phone: +91 8940568266, +91 9751944989] -before the 27th of January 2016.
To view the present housing policy and mandate, please visit the Auronet at these links: https://www.auroville.org.in/sites/www.auroville.org.in/files /article_attacments/Housing-Policy-7oct2011.pdf https://www.auroville.org.in/sites/www.auroville.org.in/files /article_attacments/Housing-Organization-Mandate-300911.pdf Sincerely, Auroville Council
L'avenir d'Auroville: 16 th Jan 2016
The following Site and Building Applications (SA and BA) are announced for feedback from the community for a period of two weeks. The announcement is made for feedback only and does not mean that the project has final approval. The final approval is given when L'avenir d'Auroville / TDC issues an NOC (No Objection Certificate). This happens only once the feedback period is over, the feedback has been evaluated, a final decision by TDC has been reached and the necessary financial formalities have been completed. It is only after issuing a final building permission that fencing, building or any other activity on the site can start. It has to be noted that site permission is given to reserve the site for a maximum period of two years in order to prepare a project proposal. It does not give any right to fence and clear the site unless, for practical reasons, there is a special permission of the TDC. 
Join the Entry Service!
The Entry Service has long been understaffed and overworked. Now with the work on a new approach to Entry with the deepening of the role of mentors, the Auroville Council, together with the help of the Study Group and Entry Service, are in the process of putting together the next phase of experimenting, visioning and implementing. A more detailed note regarding this will be published soon. In the meantime, the Entry Service is looking for Aurovilians that can commit to the team during this exciting period of transition and change.
Presently, the work at the Entry Service is multi-faceted. There are members that conduct the interviews, members that sit at the front desk relaying important information to applicants, members that communicate via email, and members that take meeting notes and file records for the hundreds of applicants meticulously. There is normally one member dedicated to working with the Auroville Foundation when dealing with visas. 
Cristo confined to his home due to health condition
At the request of Cristo (Revelation) we inform the community that he has been released from hospital, but will be confined to his home for an unforeseeable period of time, going out for hospital check-ups only. He has been diagnosed with suffering from a rare, autoimmune disorder affecting the kidneys, something for which as yet no cure has been found. The current approach consists of keeping the kidneys functioning by using heavy anti-rejection drugs. Understandably, Cristo's defense mechanism has no way to handle any extra stress, injury or infection and therefore visits to him have to be restricted and monitored. 
AV Nature Camp Team
Hello, from the AV Nature Camp Team! We are excited to announce that we're gearing up again for this year's camps, and just wanted to update you on our latest. First, we are going to have four camps this summer. The first two will be for students only. The third camp will be for families. And the fourth camp will be for adventurous Aurovilian adults. We're excited to offer more camps this year, and look forward to getting more people out into the wilderness. More details about this soon! In other news, the AV Nature Camp Team is looking for a fundraiser -someone who can help us raise the money to complete the infrastructure at camp. 
Router
I have an almost new, but few years old, BSNL broadband router that needs a home! Make me an offer! Also looking for someone to love them -a Colloidal Silver Maker with instructions and a Hulda Clark Zapper -Again make me an offer -Love Shanti: 04132623314 / shanti@auroville.org.in
Row houses with garden in Sanjana Housing Project
The work is going on in Sanjana Housing Project between Arati and Sukhavati communities. There are still row houses with garden available in the range from a small studio to a three bedrooms apartment. You are most welcome to have a look and choose between different sizes. The construction is expected to be completed April 2016 for 3 blocks and later for the 4th block. For appointment and details please contact Angelika, Veronica at: angelika@auroville.org.in and veronica@auroville.org.in.
Organic Extra Virgin Olive Oil from my Family Farm in Sicily (Italy)
Dear friends, as last year, I have an extra amount of organic extra virgin olive oil from Sicily (Italy) and I'm willing to sell a part of it. This is a very special organic extra virgin olive oil for real connoisseurs or those who want to try something totally new to their palate. It falls under the consortium "Monti Iblei" DOP (Denomination of Origin Protected) and in general it has been described by experts as having a harmonious taste; specifically a medium-intense fruity taste, with flavour of herbs, green tomato, artichoke, and hints of chili, all harmoniously blended in equilibrium. In addition, I can say that the olives coming from my family's farm (since innumerable generations and since ever organic) are hand-picked by my family and a couple of friends when still fully green, thus producing less oil, but of a different much better quality and taste. For those who don't know, the best part of olive oil is actually coming from the seed inside the fruit and not from the pulp; in addition a ripe fruit will give a much larger amount of oil, but it will also enhance the acidity of the oil and dilute the intensity of the flavour (that's why most farm harvest it ripe, but very few who care about the result don't do it). The oil is then extracted in a friend's laboratory (controlled by the consortium) at room temperature (cold pressure can mean a lot of things by law, but this is the real one) and then stocked in large stainless steel container for at least four months to let the heavy undesired particles (the brownish part you get in the bottom of the bottle, when this process is not done). If you are interested and you are willing to offer an extra premium for the quality, please contact me at 9442328120 or giovanni@auroville.org.in. Have a good week-end. Giovanni :-)
Organic Japanese "sushi" rice Organic Japanese New rice (Akitakomachi) from Allahabad. This rice is ideal to make sushi and kimbap. It is coming from an organic Indian farm managed by a Japanese research foundation and after trying it, we can say that it is of a very good quality, especially because it is the first rice of the harvest. There are still a few kilos available from this batch, if interested please contact Giovanni at 9442328120 or giovanni@auroville.org.in.
Under a Magic Silver Sky
I'm happy to announce the release of another album with songs written by me, in English, French, Portuguese and Spanish, sung by myself and Swaha. "Under a Magic Silver Sky" has beautiful arrangements by Holger and can be found (in the next days) at Wild Seagull (Visitor Center) and Free Land bookshops, and also can be borrowed from the Music Library at Multimedia Center. The CD was sponsored by SAIIER. I wish (along with a good new year) a good listening experience to everyone! Jivatman
From Freeland Bookshop.
We are happy to announce that we got a new stock of Dennis Freischlad's critically acclaimed India-Book "Die Suche nach Indien". We also feature his new book titled "Hymnus -Die Suche nach Amerika", which is an adventures road trip into the depth of American music and poetry. Both books are in German.
Regards, Freeland Book Shop
Laptop HP mini
Need to be fixed. Contact person Victoria/ ph. 2622913/9488818074 -Regards, Victoria
Sri Aurobindo's Letters on Yoga, pocket size edition
In two volumes, hard cover on Bible paper, published by All India Press (facsimile of the same volumes in the Centenary edition). We have two sets and are happy to give one to whoever will read and treasure them. Also available is a pocket-size Savitri Concordance. Call or SMS Jasmin & Aravinda at 97877-97814.
Royal Enfield Bullet Electra 350
I'm selling my Bullet Electra 350, year 2012, ca. 32,000 km, Tamil Nadu registration, serviced each 3,000 km, excellent condition. If interested please contact me by phone: 9585862263, or email: steffen@auroville.org.in. Steffen 
A couple of adult bicycles
Long-term Auroville supporter is looking to hire a couple of adult bicycles (Preferably modern with a few gears) from 7th to 26th of February. Any offers, suggestions most welcome. Please reply to: wilfschenk@yahoo.com -Thanks, Wilf Schenk
Volunteers for the Potters Market
White Peacock clay club is inviting volunteers to the Potters Market (23-26 of January). There will be a half-day clay workshop on the 6th of February for those who gave us a hand. For the details mail to: saraswati@auroville.org.in -Saraswati
Items
Hello, if you have some of the followings things that you don´t use or need anymore, I am happy to furnish a new place a little: A writing 
A big thank you from Gaëlle
I want to thank all the wonderful people I have worked with and that I have met during my stay in Auroville: you made my experience beautiful and full of surprises and learning! I feel like I have learnt so much about life in general and about myself by being here and sharing my experience with you all. I want to specifically thank from the bottom of my heart: the RAS team, the Auroville Today team, and the ARA group. Also a special thanks to Eco Femme and Koodam (and its partners). There are too many names I would have to write but I know you will recognize yourself! Maybe I'll see you all again… who knows? With all my gratitude and admiration, Gaëlle
The biggest and most beautiful Christmas gift I ever got
This gift is so big it is all around me, and so beautiful I never even dreamed I could ever live there... Yes, those of you kind enough to feel concerned by my poor housing situation needn't worry about me any longer: I am now living in Luminosity, near Vikas and Creativity, a place I first heard of only through the nice note by Peter A. some weeks back, that he was now in a different apartment there, and so his previous apartment had become available. From the description he was giving of it, I felt such a place would exactly fit my need, but the cost of it made it at once an utterly unattainable dream which I just forgot about... until ten days later or so, the Housing Service informed me it could be attributed to me if I liked it!!! My first actual visit there only confirmed my impression from Peter's note: this place, and precisely this apartment, was perfect for me. Everything after that went quite fast, and after all the other residents gave their agreement, I have been able to start moving there soon enough to spend my first night there just before Christmas -A dream wonderfully come true, and just in time! So the New Year too I celebrated there, and am gradually completing my moving there, thanks to the help, financial and/or physical, of many new or old friends. May all receive my deepest gratitude for every smaller gift that has also been given to me for this occasion... and first of all, my gratitude to those in the Housing service or later on at Luminosity, who have given me their precious support, leading to the collective decisions subsequently taken in my favour. Let this be a shining example we all can be happy and proud of, that Auroville can sometimes take real good care of its oldtimers; and may Auroville be blessed for that, as the needed sense of Unity does grow, however slowly, among all of us! Happy New Year 2016 to all,
Bhaga
Thanks and gratitude,
Dear wonderful Aurovilians and friends who helped after Sebastian's accident in many different ways. We are so grateful for all the help, energy, thoughts, love, prayers, dayand night care, therapy sessions, food, company…. that we received from you in such a loving way. It was the greatest gift that we could get and all of you helped us to go through this very difficult time. We are deeply touched and full of gratitude to each of you! All our love, Jorinde, Sebastian and family
A P P E A L
The Auroville Theatre Group needs a little help
We need your help. The Auroville Theatre Group has been invited to play "The Glass Menagerie"at the Ranga Shankara Theatre in Bangalore in February. It is the best theatre venue in Bangalore and we are very excited! Maybe you have already seen our performance at Bharat Nivas in December. We were especially grateful and fortunate to have Marta Cicionesi create a gorgeous set design (with Swar's help on the design for the fire escape). So of course we would like to take it all with us to Bangalore. But it seems it's pretty expensive to carry everything -set, costumes, props -there and back ... Rs. 16,000 both ways by van (the safest way because we cannot count on it arriving on time by train). 
So
A C C O M M O D A T I O N S A V A I L A B L E A N D N E E D E D
W O R K O P P O R T U N I T I E S
Volunteer opportunity for senior Aurovilian
It is the guest season, and nowadays the reception desk at the Town Hall gets many queries. If you are interested, and you are able to help our young receptionist deal with questions that visitors may have about Auroville, you would be welcome to give some of your time to sit at the desk, either morning or afternoon (mornings are busiest). It would help if you would speak English well, and preferably would have some ability to understand French or another European language. Please contact the reception desk (2622250) and ask for Annemarie or Laxmanan. You may also call directly to: 9442070213. News&Notes 16th January 2016 [632] Hello Everyone, It's the height of the season with many events, performances, activities, and (AV International) meetings all taking place, (organizers pls pass by the radio to help us help you record your event). Amongst this week's programs are; "A4A" Mandakini calls for a unified action with a symbolic gesture for Auroville Land. Audio enthusiasts will enjoy the unique sound experience from the "Butoh" performance as well as "Light and Darkness" featuring Hamish's poetry with Christoph's multimedia touch. Author Noel's "Yaroslava Flower" as an audio book read by Marlenka and Ulriche, and Daniel and Marianna introduce "Unvironments-Fertile"-weaving familiar AV sounds into a musical journey. Thank you for participating in our survey, we've gathered a lot of interesting data about our listeners: Because we've gotten such great feedback, we're extending the survey for an extra week. New deadline is Jan 18. Follow the link on our site or on Facebook. It takes just five minutes! We also remind our audience that you can record a free voice messages on our site at any time. To volunteer pls email us at a@aurovilleradio.org These are the latest programs published by AurovilleRadio this week. All the recordings are available in CD or ready to be copied on your memory stick at the AurovilleRadio premises in Town Hall, opposite the Financial Service. News&Notes 16th January 2016 [632] 15th edition of the annual AV week basketball 
T R A V E L
Latest News from the Travel Shop
Located at Inside India in Auroshilpam. We are open from 09:00 to 13:00 and from 13:30 to 17:00 As the availability of News&Notes hard copy, is only over the weekend, we request all to regularly peruse through the Bazaar section on Auronet -Travel and Taxi Sharing -in order to take advantage of the special and promotional offers from some airlines, as some are only valid for purchase within a few days of the announcement and for a specific time period only.
Latest Offers from Airlines:
Emirates has special offers to Europe Jet airways has promotional fare to Europe Oman Airways announced promotional offers to Europe Qatar airways has special offers to Europe Etihad Airways has special fares to Europe Auroville Green Center is happy to announce the start of this year's Sunday Walks to Farms & Forests. These popular walks will be announced weekly in the News & Notes (watch out for the logo) and on Auronet, with details for the next walk, such as a brief description of the farm or forest, timings, directions how to get there, and phone contact of the hosts. The green posters on many community notice boards will provide an overview of 3 or 4 walks at a time. For visits to far-away places we will organise transport, in alternative to getting there by yourself (Cycling makes it a real green Sunday!).
The first walk of this season will co-hosted with The Auroville Campus Initiative (ACI) under their Joy of Learning program. It will be a visit to Annapurna Farm in the afternoon of Tuesday 26th of January (please note this isn't a Sunday but Republic Day and thus a holiday.) Details will follow in the next News & Notes. For February we have lined up a variety of visits such as Discipline Farm, the Urban Gardening project, and Hope Farm.
The series of over a dozen walks, organised during the cooler season between Pongal in January and Earth Day in April, invites to some of Auroville's beautiful green spaces and projects. Auroville's farmers and foresters welcome us in their places, many of them tucked away and not easily discovered, sharing precious insights into their vastly diverse work and environment. Come and connect with fellow Aurovilians, volunteers and guests on walks along pleasant green paths! For the Green Center -Lisbeth, Jasmin & Bridget (You can contact us by mail avgreencenter@auroville.org.in)
Georges Blanchet
It seems that the psychic being of certain people, familiar with Auroville or her founding inspiration, decides to come and live in Auroville for a few years before proceeding on its onward journey. It happened with Jehuda about a decade back. He came to Auroville from Germany, lived here for a few years, wrote even a small book, attended Chamber duty at Matrimandir and then, one day, suddenly left his body in good health. There are a few other instances of a similar nature. And now Georges joins the same 'category'. He came to live in Auroville about 7 or 8 years ago and now proceeds. I was his neighbour at Vikas for a few months. He was a mild, benevolent person. He had a disposition to research things metaphysical, to study the works of Sri Aurobindo and the Mother. But what was equally appreciable was that he voluntarily offered to explain things related to Auroville, and Sri Aurobindo and the Mother to curious or interested visitors. A few months ago, he told me that he at times went to the Sadhana Forest to explain these things to the volunteers there. It is good to know from Mauna's and Paulette's notes that he also worked in other places as at the Matrimandir and made himself available to visitors at the Visitors' Centre. This is all the more appreciable when we recall the Mother once expressing her unhappiness in the Agenda that often inmates of the Ashram do not take the trouble to explain things to curious or genuinely interested visitors. Once, at Vikas, I was short of ₹50 to pay to someone I don't remember now. Georges was passing by. Spontaneously, I asked him to pay, as if you asked a family member. He immediately complied without a single query (Of course, later in the day or the next, I put a ₹50 note on his doorstep). 
Rock Bees -an appeal
Some 5 to 10 years ago Rock Bee nests could be seen almost everywhere in Auroville, hanging on the structure of Matrimandir, suspended from the branches of trees or under the Bharat Nivas high roof extension, etc. Today they are becoming quite rare in Auroville; in fact it is now a cause for concern that this wonderful wild bee, a prolific pollinator and honey producer that has never been domesticated and lives only outside hives, seems to be disappearing from our area. Why? The answer is we don't know, but a definite contributory factor must be the common reaction that most of us have had on finding a nest near our home or place of work i.e. calling the MM team to "come and deal with it before someone gets stung." The fact is, either smoking or suctioning out the nest's occupants almost invariably results in death of the entire bee population, specially when the central queen has been killed in the process, because without her the nest loses its purpose. This note is an appeal to everyone in Auroville to please stop destroying their nests and thereby killing them, and specially to not call the MM team to come and "deal with" any nest near you. Bee populations are in decline almost everywhere, and we simply cannot afford to lose them (some 90 commercial food crops worldwide depend on them for pollination). Try to see them instead as an integral part of the natural world we live in; be protective of them; appreciate them and what they do to sustain our life on earth; and focus only on the good they do. OK, we all know that they have occasionally "attacked" people, but this is extremely rare. Meanwhile, be aware that their "attack" is initially just an exploratory investigation. They fly around you checking you out, buzzing aggressively as they do so to see if you are a threat to their nest, i.e. it is a defensive action. Only when you start flailing your arms about and swatting at them do they start to sting (the first sting releases a chemical pheromone signal that triggers other bees to also sting). The secret, should you find yourself subject to such an investigation and can't get indoors or escape rapidly on a 2-wheeler, is to remain as still and calm as possible, or to move only very slowly, ideally with some clothing item over your head. If you can manage to do this, there is a good chance they will decide you are not a threat and move on. Tim
Introduction to outdoor games
With Ben and Noemie
MONDAY 18 JANUARY @ YOUTH CENTER 3 pm to 5 pm
You're 15 years old and you just want to have fun or you work with a kid (or you would like to) then join us to discover many games for many occasions, and to share experiences about working with kids. The more of us will be there, the more fun it will be! For more information or to confirm your participation send us an email at: yep@auroville.org.in, an sms on: 7639321750 or sign in on YEP's facebook page.
The Teachers Center
Invites teachers and parents to the next Paper Tickets Tickets will be available outside the Solar Kitchen every day from Monday (Jan 18} to Friday (Jan 22) between 12 -1.30 pm.
Conversation on Integral Education
You can also pick them up in person from either Vanitha or Chandra.
Online tickets And if you're good with computers and understand the internet, you also can book seats online, just check Auronet for the Lilith Show post. Online booking has already started and seats are filling fast, so don't delay! Prepare to be dazzled and amazed After three years' hard work and training in Auroville's very own Lilith Fashion School, Lilith's two graduating students will present their exquisite final fashion creations draped over the beautiful bodies of Auroville's finest women alongside a posse of hot guest dancers and some of Auroville's finest performers.
Inspired by Gaudi and the Taj Mahal
Inspired by the architecture of Antoni Gaudi and the Taj Mahal, the garments on display will dazzle amaze and inspire even the most jaded stalwart. 
Welcome to the Women Temple
In Sve-dame, Butterfly Barn Wednesdays 20 & 27 January, from 7 pm -9 pm (Door opens at 6.45 & we start together on time)
"The relationship we have to other women reflects the relationship we have to our own feminine essence. We take a stand for a new way of being a woman together on this planet. Together we can heal and transform into a relationship of celebration and empowerment" -Chameli Ardagh of Awakening Women Institute
In the temple group we explore, worship and celebrate our feminine power through meditation, movement, touch, introspection, beauty and wisdom of sisterhood. The space we create together and the exercises help us towards soulful connections -we meet behind our personal stories.
Welcome to bring a friend and a flower or two! This 3-day workshop offers an introduction to the basic tools of Thai Yoga Massage in a dynamic way; you will not only learn a simple massage sequence, but also become acquainted with the basic principles of touch through intuitive exercises. A complete routine will be taught starting from the feet, passing through different body positions and ending with head and face. Palms, fingers, arms, legs and body weight are used, having an effect on both giver and receiver. The massage is given lightly dressed in thin (best) cotton trousers and shirt (please bring it with you!). The massage sequence will be available as a video for download after the course.
C L A S S E S , W O R K S H O P S
TABLA/ DRUMS LESSONS -AN OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN
Thai Yoga Meridian Massage with Rossella
Monday 25 -Wednesday 27 January (18 hours) 9.30 am -4.30 pm (lunch included) Quiet Healing Center (tel. 2622329 / 9488084966) This 3-day workshop deepens the experience of the Thai Yoga Massage Introduction. We will explore the main aspects of the Thai Yoga meridian energy lines and combine them with the tools learned in the basic introduction through an expanded sequence. The main themes will be: body centering, balancing the left and right side of the body, detoxification of body and mind, and balancing the emotional body.
The course is open to students, who have done the basic course, or have previous experience with Thai Yoga Massage or other bodywork on the floor. The massage is given lightly dressed in thin (best) cotton trousers and shirt (please bring it with you!). The massage sequence will be available as a video for download after the course.
Watsu for Babies with Dariya and Gianni De Stefani
Monday 25 January (8 hours) 8.45 am -6.30 pm (lunch included) Quiet Healing Center (tel. 2622329 / 9488084966) Watsu for Babies is a beautiful and fun way of reliving your first childhood years and is open to all those who would like to experience and share the joy of being in water with babies. Through some exercises from Tantsu and Ai-Chi, you will learn to listen to yourself and to the baby you hold in your arms. You will also learn the possible transfers of the Watsu sequence in order to expand it in a creative way for babies. A new massage developed by Dr. Ricardo Palumbo in collaboration with Gianni De Stefani will be introduced in this course to bring Watsu closer into the world of babies. Prerequisite: Watsu Basic or having a degree to work with babies in water. In this course, you will build upon the skills learned in Waterdance 1. Your perception of Waterdance's potential will expand profoundly, while you increasingly incorporate its principles within a broader repertoire of under-water moves, advanced holdings and techniques. By the end of this course, you will have learned enough material to give Waterdance sessions that are fun, healing and profound! Prerequisite: Waterdance 1. The Lasya Ritual Dance practice is an authentic exploration of devotional dance, a revival of the ancient memory of worship and communion with spirit hidden in the body and its movements. We will improvise and learn forms, dance together and with ourselves, explore a different way of being within a circle of Dance unity
IMPROV THEATRE GAMES
SHAMANIC FAMILY HARMONIZATION
With Shanti Mook and Helen Ananda
Auroville, 2 -7 February
Every Human is in deep connection with all the members of their family. We call this bond `systemic´, which is effectively and purely inter-active, inter-dependent, even transpersonaland including all life on earth! This workshop is offering a profound experience of connectedness on all levels: physical, mental, spiritual and ecological. We work with the universal tool of the ´Wheel of Life`, a One-Night Solo-Ritual on the land, Shamanic Family Constellation and other related Deep Ecology Modalities. Together we will delve deeper into our human, loving Maturity, honouring the power and beauty of Mother Nature, celebrate effective rituals to heal our delinquency towards her and come back into fully trusting as true ´Children of the Earth`... The Ayurvedic massage is one essential contribution to heal every disease. The massage that is taught is a complete full body massage that the student learns to master during this course. The massage works from feet to head and the full treatment will be done in 1 hour. The aim of this massage is to eliminate toxins and re-establish the connection between the physical, emotional, mental and energetic aspect. Attention is directed not only to learn the technique, but also at other important aspects like: the body posture of the student, cleaning of the personal energy system and the workroom. 
SPECIAL ATB WORKSHOP FOR FORMER STUDENTS OVER 21
This workshop is specifically for people who attended ATB classes in Auroville schools and would like to refresh their connection with ATB. Taught by Marco, the workshop is essentially directed towards: Mastery of the body through breathing and muscular relaxation; Improvement of movement through balance and coordination; Learning to mobilize Chi. First perceiving it, then guiding it in one's body with the use of three factors: will, imagination and muscular activity. 
JOYFUL LIVING 2 8th to 12th March
Everyone is a leader. Everyone can make a difference. Dare to be unapologetically you and make an impact from a place of authenticity. This powerful certificate program will give you an individualized roadmap for living your life purpose along with a renewed sense of energy to be the change that you want to see. You will leave with a tangible sense of your life purpose and of your impact on your environment as well as tools to recognize and overcome self-limiting beliefs. This certificate News&Notes 16th January 2016 [632] retreat builds on Joyful Living I, and is accessible for anyone who has worked with Julie before or has experience with personal growth. To register, call 9843948288 or write to: info@aurovilleretreat.org 
INNER-WORK-WORKSHOP
FROM THE SOIL TO THE PLATE
A practical four-day course about growing and cooking healthy food.
Monday January 18
th -Thursday January 21 st in Buddha Garden Community Farm This course will give you the opportunity to learn and get hands on experience of organic sustainable food growing. Over three days there will be sessions with Vivek and Priya on soil and water management, plants and seed saving, pest and weed management. On the last day there will be the opportunity to cook with Efrat and make creative dishes using local produces. For full details visit the Buddha Garden website: www.buddhagarden.org or email Priya: priya@auroville.org.in. 
HEALING BY BREATHING
AVIVA`S METHOD FOR MEN
Aviva method is a physical exercise system which ensures healthy blood flow in the lower body and regulates the related glands for optimal hormone level. One practicing it can enjoy all the benefits of the healing oxygen, minerals and hormones carried by the blood to the body parts in this area. This set of exercises was developed specifically for men to bring improvement to prostate problems, to increase fertility, to cease depression, and to regulate bowel movements. It uses elements of folk dances, certain habits of natural communities, the wisdom of shepherds and some facts stated by Western medicine. 
« Recognising the sacred in oneself and in the other, is the key to the transformation of the self and the society that cannot find its harmony solely from a materialistic point of view»
It's a work on the cosmic memories we carry within ourselves by reaching out to the inconscient depth through the body. One creates the conditions for an opening and for perception through the structure and unfolding of contemporary dance by involving the body. Then there is the workshop where we work on the theme of "inquiry into the memories of the body" which then becomes instrumental to the revelation of these memories. We end with a sharing so as to put into words what one has just lived/experienced. It is a journey seeking unexplored inner spaces, intending to draw closer to the "wholeness" of our being. To know more visit: www.poumi.com Participation required per day: Rs. 500 for guests; Rs. 200 for Aurovilians and volunteers To book please call 9159344341 or poumi.l@poumi.com
EXPERIENCE AUROVILLE PROGRAM 21 to 24 Jan & 10 to 14 Feb
A four-day intensive program to experience Unity and Diversity in the context of everyday life in Auroville, for volunteers, preNewcomers, and people who are interested in joining or who seek to deepen their understanding of the community. During this time you will have the chance to explore different aspects of the Auroville reality: -Day one you will learn about the roots and history of Auroville.
-Day two we will become familiarized with some of its current activities.
-Day three will focus on the potentialities of the community with emphasis on youth and education. -Day four we will try to bring it all together in synthesis with the Dream. Here we will answer your questions and doubts. This experience will help you clarify your impressions and insights. It is an opportunity to better understand your inner calling. Advance registration is required. NO DROP-IN. On donation basis for long-term volunteers or people who have submitted a Newcomer application form; contribution expected from guests, 50 % discount for people under 30. For additional information and a detailed program please find it listed under the activities of the Joy Communiy website: joyauroville.wix.com/welcome or in our facebook page: www.facebook.com/joycommunityguesthouse or contact us via email at: joycommunity@auroville.org.in or by phone at: 9442328120 or 04132622584. We are always available in Joy Community Guesthouse in Center Field for further clarifications regarding the community at large and to help you discover Auroville. You are welcome to the wonderfully warm pool, to explore new or refresh old basic skills of aquatic body work. Besides learning to share/give a sequence on the surface and underwater, we will explore grounding and being deeply present. An individual learning experience and deep group journey. Shiatsu is a Japanese therapy in which manual (hand) pressure is applied to certain points on the body to work on the body's energy (qi/meridians). Based on the same principles as acupuncture, the purpose of Shiatsu treatment is to release energetic blocks that cause pain and disease, allowing energy to flow throughout the body. In this introductory workshop, you will learn how Shiatsu works by both feeling (receiving) and doing (giving). By the end of the session, participants will be able to give a basic Shiatsu treatment. Please dress in comfortable, modest exercise clothes as we will work in pairs on mattresses on the floor. than depreciate, and that can be used worldwide without transaction costs. It exists, and some people consider it to be the digital version of gold: bitcoin. Is this really a perfect bankless alternative for the failing finance sector, or are we simply shifting power from the current elite to a new one? A devoted group of entrepreneurs and activists believe they see the writing on the wall, and they're determined to add a new chapter. In their view, the world banks and governments harbour too much control over the financial vitality of the masses. But what if an ordinary citizen could bypass all the regulation and manipulation of the financial industry to become their own bank? The insightful new documentary The Bitcoin Gospel examines one such method for making this hypothetical a tangible reality. Genre: Biography / Documentary. Dur:1hr 28 min. Rated: PG 13. Language: English/NO SUBTITLE. Dir: Davis Guggenheim / Cast: Malala Yousafzai, Ziauddin Yousafzai, Toor Pekai Yousafzai Story Line: A look at the events leading up to the Taliban's attack on a Pakistani schoolgirl, Malala Yousafzai, for speaking out on girls' education -followed by the aftermath (including her speech to the United Nations).
S C H E D U L E S
SANTE/INSTITUTE FOR INTEGRAL HEALTH
YAOR is in
THE ECO FILM CLUB
22nd Friday January 8 pm CONCUSSION (2015)
Genre: Biography/Drama. Dur:2hr 3 min. Rated: PG 13. Language: English/Subtitle: English. Dir: Peter Landesman / Cast: Will Smith, Alec Baldwin, Albert Brooks Story Line: In Pittsburgh, accomplished pathologist Dr. Bennet Omalu uncovers the truth about brain damage in football players who suffer repeated concussions in the course of normal play.
AT SAVITRI BHAVAN "INTERVIEW WITH NOEL PARENT ON HIS LIFE AND WORK IN AUROVILLE -Part 2"
In this Part 2 of the interview we get to know about the creativity and many talents of Noel as singing with a special voice and the writing of poems and stories. Noel wrote stories already as a child. His poetry he published in "Transcendent Sky". Recently he launched also the children's book "Yaroslava's Flowers", a story about a young girl whose love for flowers takes her on an adventure that reveals the Magic and Grace of flowers. Wednesday, January 20, 5 pm, Cinema Paradiso, (Town Hall)
